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ON INTEGRALS OVER SETS OF POINTS - ---------- ---- ----

Introduction 

The developments of the last twenty years in 

the theory of sets of pOints and in the applications of 

this theory to the theory of functions of real variables, 

besides leading to a tremendous extension of the ordinary 

theory of integration(*), have given rise to a number 

of definitions of the integral for the case of a function 

defined for a set of points. These may be classified as 

(a) geometrical and (b) analytical. We may characterize 

the geometrical definitions by sa~ing that they define 

the integral as the volume (possibly n-dimensional) or 

area, as the case may be, of a set of pOints. (**) As 

it 1s not the purpose of this paper to discuss the various 

ways in which this may be done, we shall content ourselves 

with saying here that for any geometrical definition the 

equivalent analytical definition may be found, and cOn-

verse1y. Of the types of analytical definition of the 

(*) Note especial.ly the work of Lebesgue: Integrale, 
Longueur J Aire; Annali di 1",1a tema t i ca, Seri e I I I, Torno VII, 
p. 2311 and Lacons ~ l'Integration. 

(iB~) The words volume, area, and length will be used in 
place of the word "mesure", defined for any set of points 
by Lebesgue in Integral, !Pngueur,~, p. 230. The word 
measure will be used in the sense usually as s igned to it. 





integral two are fundamental in the theory; (1) those 

definitions which regard the integral as the inverse of 

the derivative, and (ii) those which define the integral 

as the limit of a sum, or set of sums. A third type of 

definition makes the extension to sets of pOints by the 

aid of an auxiliary function, but these definitions are 

not independent, since they imply a definition of one 

of the preceding types. 

By far the greater number of the definitions 

2 • . 

which we have are given from the standpoint of the integral 

as the limit of a sum, or set of sums. The fact that 

a difference in the way two sums are defined sometimes 

means a difference in the resulting integrals leads us 

to the considerations of this paper. It is our purpose 

to consider all the different kinds of sums which one 

mieht reasonably expect to lead to desirable results, to 

find out which of the resulting integrals are equivalent 

to integrals already defined, and which of them lead to 

new integrals of interest. In order to bring the dis-

cussion within reasonable limits we shall confine our

selves to what are ordjnarily termed proper integrals, 

that is integrals of limited functions defined for 

limited sets of points. 





3. 

Lebesgue has proposed(*) to attach to every 
defined in a finite interval 

l imited function a number to be called the integral of A I . 

the function on the interval, and has given the conditions 

which that number ought to satisfy. For the case of 

a function of n variables defined for an n-dimensional 

set of points the conditions which the integral should 

satisfy will need to be given in a slightlY different 

form, and this will be done in Section IV, Art. 1, of 

this paper. We shall, fOllowing Lesbegue, speak of 

this set of conditions as the descriptive definition 

of the integral, and call the definitions which we have 

referred to as geometrical and analytical, constructive 

definitions. Each of the constructive definitions 

which we give will be considered as an attempt to define 

this number, and criticized from the standpoint of its 

success or failure to meet the imposed conditions. In 

some cases we shall state what resprictions on the 

function and region of integration will enable the integral 

to satisfy these conditions, and in others we shall give 

properties of the integral which m~ght be substituted 

for those demanded in the given set of conditions referred 

to. 

In view of the very large number of possible 

definitions which we shall consider, and in order to avoid 

(*) Lebesgue: Lecons ~ l'Integration, p. 98. 





losing the reader in a mass of detail it has seemed 

best to present the definitions schematically. In 

order to do this it has been necessary to adopt a 

rather elaborate system of notation, and what may 

prove to be a puzzling set of conventions. 

4. 





Section I. 

Notations and Conventions. 

1. The notation R will be used to denote a region of 

n"dimensional space defined as follows: A point P of 

R is determined by n coordinates; xl' x2 ' ..•••..• xn ' 

such that al~ xl~ b I , a2<"x2~b2··"·····,an~ xn~ bn " 

We shall usually represent P by the single coordinate 

If E is any set of the 

pOints P of R, and y is a quantity which is determined 

whenever x is in E, we shall cally a function of x, 

and write y::;f(x). Obvi,ously, y is a function of the 

n coor~inates of the paint P. The distarice d between 

two paints P and P' wi 11 be as usual: " 

5. 

d= I (Xl-XV2 + (x2-x:D 2+ ......... .,..(xn-xni 

The limiting point of a set is defined as usual, and R 

is evidently closed. R will be said to be a closed 

rectangular region of n-dimensional space. 

The maximum diameter of a pOint set will be the 

upper limit of the distances between the pOints of the 

set. 

2. The set of paints for which 'Y is determined will 

be called the domain of definition of the function 

fex). We shall con,sider only cases in which this 

domain is limited; otherwise we shall arbitrarily restrict 

the domain. In general we shall call the domain of 

definition'E, except for the speCial case where B 





coincides with R, i. e., is a closed rectangular region. 

3. Let C be the complement of E with respect to R. 

The frontier F of E is the set composed of the limit 

pOints of E which belong to C and the limit pOints of 

C which belong to E. Obviously F is the frontier of C. 

Let Eland E2 be any two subsets of R. We will 

call the set formed by taking all the points of the 

two sets OM- the Least Common IJfultiple (L.G.1 .. 1.) of 

El and E2 , and denote it by (E l E2). The set of all 

the points common to both El and E2wil1 be called the 

Gre[l test Common Divisor of El and E2(G.C.D.) and de

noted by (EI , E2). 

E·,E", .•••• EP, will as usual represent the 

successive derivatives of E, where EP is the set of 

limiting pOints of EP-l. 

Let us call the set (E,F) the E pOints of the 

frontier. The set (E+F) formed by closing E,will 

be called the completed set of E. We shall frequently 

have occasion to consider subsets of this set (E+F), 

and we shall denote them by K. 

4. Let fex) == 1 for x in E, and f(x) -=-0 for x in C. 

The Upper Riemann Integral of rex) for the region R 

will be called the Out~r Content ofE, the Lower 

Integral (R) the Inner Content. In case the jntegral 

6. 





exists we call the result the content of E. ~ne 

notations c(E),~(E),c(E) will denote, upper content, 

lower content, and content,respectively, of E. If 

~. set of pOints has content we will call it a metrical 

set(*). The following properties of content will 

be needed for reference, and follOW readily from the 

definition given above: 

c(E) -+- 9.,(C) =a .2.(B) -4- .c..tC) 

:a ..Q.(E) + .2.(C) + c{F) 

$:. c (R) =- volume of R. (1) 

If we suppose E divided into n sets; el'e2'·····en · 

the following relations hold: 

c(E) ~ c(e1 l -+- 0(e2)+· · • · •• • .+c(en ) (2) 

.Q.(E) ~ .Q. (fl.) + .Q. (eJ + · · · · · · • .+.Q.;( en) (3) 

5. The measure(**) of a set of pOints E will be de-

noted by m(E), the outer measure by m(E), the inner 

measure by m(E). A set whose measure exists will 

be called measureable. We shall make use of the 

(i~) cf Pierpont, James: On Mul ti pIe Integrals, Tran
sactions of the Arnerj can Ma'thema ti cal Society for a 
discussion of the theory of content. Also Jordan,C: 
Cour d'Analyse, Ed. 1893, Vol. I. fjjt. 28-31. The 
word'metrical' is used to distinguish the property 
of having content from the property of having'measure' 
in the sense defined by Lebesgue. 
(iH~) Lebesgue: Lecons ~ L' Integration, p. 104. 

7. 
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following properties of measure: 

DiCE) + !!!.(e) = !!!.CE) -+ Dice) = meR) (*) (L) 

== Volume of R 

Let us suppose E divided into a finite or countably 

infinitenul'D.ber of subsets; e l ,e2 , e 3 , ••.••••••••• 

We have the fOllowing rela t ions: (*i,,) 

m{E) < iii(el) -t- m(e2) -of-- m{e3)-t-....... .. (2) 

m.{E)~ m(e1 )+ m(e2) + m(e 3 )+.·· ...... · (3) 

6. Methods of subdivision of R. The subsetsof R pro-

duced by any method of division will be termed cells. 

The notation vi will be used to represent both a cell 

and its volwne. In case the number of cells is countably 

infinite i will take on the values from 1 to infinity. 

Two cells will over-lap when they have interior points 

in comnion, they will be said to mi. when the content of 

their common frontier paints is greater than zero. 

With respect to the pOints of a set E, a cell will be 

full if every pOint of the cell is a ppint of Ej ~rtly 

fUll,if some but not all the paints of the cell do not 

belong to E; and empty, if containing no pO i nt of E. 

(*) Lebesgue: (lac. cit.) p. lO~. This property is one of 
the fundamental requirements which Lebesgue makes. 

(**) Lebesgue:(loc.cit.) p. 103. 





9. 

Of the many possible types of cell we shall consider 

only six, the definitions of which we proceed to give. 

The largest maximum diameter of the cells produced 

bN a method of division will be called the norm of the

divi~ion and uniformly denoted by the letter d. In 

passing we may remark that an alternative choice of 

norm would be the volume of the largest cell in the 

division. SOIDe of the consequences of such a choice of 

norm will be mentioned later. 

(I) Rectangular ~ision(D). This method of division 

is fundamental in the ordinary theory of integration, 

although it is a special case of methods of division 

which we shall give later. This division is effected 

by passing a finite number of (n-I)-dimensional planes 

through R perpendicular to each of the coordinate axes. 

The cells produced by this division (D) are rectangular 

regions similar to R, and like R, will for convenience 

be considered closed. 

(2) Infinite Rectangular Division (D). Let the ... c 
\ 

division be made as before, wlth the exception that 

the number of planes may be countably infinite. The 

cells will still be taken closed. In ~ division of thiS 

type it is possible that the pOints of the limiting 

planes of the division planes may be omited, that is not 





a part or any cell of the d~vision. We shall make the 

restriction that the content of the omitted points shall 

be zero. In considering the integrals resulting from 

10. 

this method of division we will show why this requirement 

1s made instead of the broader requirement that the measure 

of the omitted pOints vanish. 

(3) ~-lapping Rectangqlar Division(t~ Let the 

cells be rectangular and closed as before" but remove the 

restrict,ion that they shall not over-lap, keeping the 
, . 

number of cells finite, as in (1). In place of the 

nori~overlapping, let us require ~, 'H'# II the sum of 

the volumes of the cells to aDproach the volume of R 

for every set of successive divisions with norm approaching 

zero. Two divisions are in succession when a set of cells 

of one division can be found such that every cell of the 

other is entirely contained in some one cell of the first. 

(4) ' ~-lapping Infinit~ Rectangular Division (~) 

Let the number of cells be countably infinite, and the 

oontent of the omitted pOints vanish, otherwise the 

diVision will be the same as (3'). 

(5) Metrical Division.(~). Let R be divided into 
non-overlapping 

a finite number of~metrical sets in any way. 

(~) Measureable Division (~). Let R be di Tided into 

a finite ·or countabiy infinite set of cells in such a way 

th:a't the Dleas~eof the common polnts of any two cells 

is zero, and the measure of the omitted paints is zero. 

!he ' ''~'liB tn di.YlsioDa (5) aild (8-> need not be cO,nsidered 





as closed. 

6. Methods of division of E. We may regard E as 

our fundamental set and build our sum for the integral 

direct from it. We shall denote the subsets of E pro

duced by any method of division by the notation ei' and 

the norm of the division as usual by d. We will consider 

the following types of division: 

Metrical Division(D) of E. 
~~~~~.- -- - Let E be divided 

into a finite number of non-overlapping sets in any 

way, with the restriction that the content of the common 

frontier points ,of any two cells is zero. 

(2) Measureable Division (~) 2f. E. Divide as 

before, but allow the number of divisions to be finite 

or countably infinite, and require the measure of the 

11. 

omitted pOints and the common frontier points to be zero. 

(3) Unrestricted Division (J9) of E. We will con-

sider finite or countably infinite divisions of any kind 

under this type. 

7. Methods of diVision of K. The substitution of K for 

E in Art. 6 will give the divisions of K which we will 

consider. The reason for considering K apart from E 1s 

that the function may not be defined for some, or all, of 

the paints of K. We will denote the subsets of K by the 

notation k i . 

8. Methods of Si.!!.~1..O.1l of !h.!t interval of Varia ti21! of f (x) • 

Let the upper limit of the values of rex) as x ranges 

over the domain of definition be M,and the lower limit m. 





We shall denote by 11 = M-m the interval of variation of 

f(x). We shall consider divisions of V effected in the 

(1) Finite Division (D). Interpolate between 

1\11 and m a fini te set of values, Yo c: m<Yl~ Y2· .•• <yq=M. 

This effects a division of V into a finite set of non-

overlapping intervals ~, of length ~ =-Yi - Yi-l • 

Let d the largest ~ be the norm of the division. 

(2) Infinite Division (cD). Let us divide in the 

sam e way as before except tha t the number of i.ntervals 

wi 11 be taken countably infini te. Let the con tent of 

the paints omitted be zero. 

9. Paint Maximum ~ Minimum. About the paint x 

take a sphere of radius d. Let M be the upper Ijrnit 

of the values of rex) in this sphere. If the function 

is not defined for any paint in this sphere we will 

take M equal to zero. We will call Mx ' the lower limit 

of 1'1 as d approaches zero, the maximum at x. Similarly 

we define the minimum at x, IDx. 

lb. Upper and Lower Limits in ~ cell. Let Mi denote 

the upper limit of the values of fex) and rni the lower 

limit in the i'th cell of any method of division of H, 

E, or K. In case the cell contains no pOint for which 

fex) is defined two courses are open to us; we may 

either not count that cell in our S~l or we may take the 

upper limit of Mx for M., and the lower limit of m 
1 x 

12; 





for m
i

- The first course is the one we shall usually 

follow, but the consequences of the second will receive 

considera.tion in the cases where the result is affected. 

It is quite common in definitions of an integral 

13. 

to use,instead of' the upper or lower limit of the function 

in a cell, some value of the function for a point internal 

to the cell. I propose to adopt the sltghtly more eeneral 

form of definition obtained by uSing,iastaad of a value 

of the function, any number hi' for WhiCh~i~ h~~_ ~": 
If instead of taking the upper limit of the values 

of~ f(x) iff a cell we take the upper ltmi t of the values 
upper 

of II{ we obtain the,J.ntegral of M , the upger semi-x x 
continuous function of f(x). This integral is usually 

equal to the up ~?er integral of f (x), the cases in which 

it is not will be treated later.(*) 

(*) cf. Young, W.R.: On General Integration, Transactions 
of ,the Royal Society, Section A, Vol.204, 1905,p. 220, seq. ' 
who gives some interesting theorems regarding the integrals , 
of the upper semi-continuous fUnction. 





Section II. 

Definitions of Integrals. 

1. We shall recognize only such differences in definitions 

which appear to involve some essential pOint. A consider

ation of 'differences due sOlely to notation and method 

of presentation could lead to no result with which the 

present investigation is concerned. The definitions 

which I shall call Riemann, Lesbegue, etc.,' will in some 

respects resemble but little the originals, but will be 

essentially the same. 

2. We shall begin with an analysis of the Ri-emann defin-

ition with a view to determine the essential steps of 

a definition based on the concept of the integral as the 

limit of a sum. The Riemann definition contains the 

fOllowing four steps! 

I. A division of the region of definition of the 

function into cells. 

II. A formation of product terms, multiplying the 

volume of each cell by the value of the function 

for some point in the cell. 

III. A formation of a sum from these product terms. 

IV. A passage to the limit, if it exists, by succes

sive divisions of norm approaching zero. 

We see that the essential operations involved in the 





Riemann definition are: I. Division; II. Multiplication; 

III. Summation; IV. A Limit Process. An examination 

of all the standard constructive definitions of the 

type we are considering reveals the fact that these 

four operations are common to all. We shall take these 
necessary 

15. 

as theftfoundation for a constructive definition involving 

a summation. By operating on different material in 

different ways we obtain definitions which lead to 

different results, as i8 to be expected. The surprising 

thing ' is the large 'nuraber ,of" dif'f'erent definitions 

which give the same result. 

3. The possible definitions of the integral which 

may be given without passing outside the field of 

limi ted functions of real variables and wh,i, ch conform 

to the general type mentioned above will now be con-

sidered. We will consider the different methods 

of carrying out the four steps mentioned'above in 

order. 

I. Division: We may operate on:--

x. the region R in the following waY8:--

1. fD; 2. CD" ; :3 • tV; 4 • cV' ; 

5. 6 ; 6. £ (cf. Art. 6, p. 8.) 

Y. The domain E in the fallowing ways:--

1. n . 2. A • 3. 1;) (cf. Art. 7 , , , 
z. the set K in the fOllowing ways:--

1. n ; 2. L\ 3. Yd • (cf. Art. 8, 

p.ll.) 

p.ll) 
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I. Division (cont.) 

w. the interval of variation V in the 

fOllowing ways:--

(cf. Art. 9. p. 11.) 

II. Multiplication. The method of operation will 

be the same in all cases, two quantities will be combined to 

form a product as ordinarily defined. The differences in the 

things which we~ay o.erate on lead us to consider the 

fOllowing nine gropps of product terms which may apply to 

the divisions under l,X,; two groups applying to the divisions 

under f,Y; two groups applying to the divisions under l,Z; 

and two groups applying to the divisions under I,W., and 

indicated accordingly. 

x 

2. Let vi represent any cell of a 

division pa~tly full of pOints of E. As before we may form 

the three ; product terms: 

x (Mi 
(hi 
(mi 

3. Let vi represent a cell which is 

full of pOints of E. We would have: 

v' 
1 

x 





If we substitute K for E in groups 2 and 3we obtain 

groups 4 and 5, respectively. 

6. Let us denote by ei(ki ) the pOints 

of .E .(K) in a cell v 1 . ' Vie may form the fOllowing terms: 

c(ei) 
c(eil 
o(e.' 
- 1 

x 

. V/he.re each quanti ty . on the left is to be combined . wi th each 

quantjty on the right, giving nine kinds of term in the 

group. In case the sets e. are not all metrical the terms 
1. 

involving c(e,) of course cannot be used. 
1 

The terms of 

this group will not be used in combination with divisions 

of type of R. 

7. We shall make an exception to our 

rule not tc5 combine the measure and content notions in 

a definition and allow all the methods of division of R to 

apply to the fOllow.i ng group of product terms: 

x 

8. May be obtained by substituting 

9. May be obtai ned by substi tuting 

Y. Let, ei be any subset produced by 
I 

division' of E. We may form the' following groups of 

product terms for e
1

: 

17. 





18. 

Y. (cant.) 

1. c(ei) (Mi 
c(el) x (hi 
.Q'< e ) Cmi 

2. mCe i ) (M! 
m(e

1
) x (hi 

M(e ) (m! 

z. We may obtain the product terms froTh 

the divisions of K by substiHtuting k i for e i in the 

terms for divisions of E. 

w. We will form the product terms for 

the divisions of V as follows: let e i represent the 

set of points for which Y i-I < f{x) <. y l' and "1 1 the set 

for which rex) : Y1. We may have: 

1. c ( e i) ..- C (" 1 ) 
0(e1 ) +- c('\1) 
.2. (e 1) +- £. (~1 ) 

'G(ei) + C("7i-l) 
c(e1) -t- c('11"1) 
£.(e i ) +- £(~i-l) 

2. A group identical with the above 

except for the substitution of measure for content (m 

for c) 

Combinations of outer measure with inner measure 

seem trivial and will not be considered. Sums built 

up from terms involving Yi will be called upper sums, 

while those whose terms involve Y
i 

will be called 
-1 

lower sums. 





III. Summation. As all the sums which we 

shall consider will be absolutely convergent we are 

at liberty to ,disregard the order of summatloJ1,. The 

sum of the terms for any method of dmvision may be 

taken in any way. 

It is necessary toreroark regarding the sums 

for II, W, that in . summing for Yi ' we go from zero to 

n, . defining eO' to 'be a set .of measure(content) zero, 

While in summing forY
i

_
l 

we go from 1 to n+l, defining 

e to be a null set. These remarks hold for the 
n+l 

case in which n is co ... untably inf j ni te. 

IV. The Limit Pr.oc.es~.!.. We shall consider two 

methods of defining the limit which we call an i ntegral. 

In the first cas~ we shall define the inteeral as the 

lower (up ~)er) limit for all possible upper(lower) sums 

of the type considered, a method which cannot be 

applied to the sums involving h., and in the second 
1 

we .shall define the integral as the limit approached 

by the sums for a set of successi ve d.i vi sions of .. 
decreasing norm in case the limit exists. 

In general we shall require convergence for 

any set of succe ~ sive divisions with norm approaching 

zero as a limit, choosing as our norm the largest 

maximum diameter in the division. The alternative 

choice of norm mentioned i~t. 6, Sec. I., P.9, will 

not be used unless expressly mentioned. In cases 

19. 





(*) 
where the Darboux theorem does not hold it would be 

necessary to give the definition for a particupr set 

of divisions, but it does not seem desirable to con-

sider such definitions. 

4. Method of Reference. The dfinitions given above 

readily fall into the four main classes, X,Y,Z, and W, 

and these in turD into types determined by the method 

of division used in the definition. We will in general 

refer to the definitions by groups as follows: under 

I,X, we find six metho~of division of H, for each 

of these methods of division we find under II,X 

several groups of product terms. We will denote the 

group of definitions which results from the combination 

of division I,X,2 with product group II, X,3 by the 

notation X(l,2). The meaning of Z(2,2) for example 

would mean the group of definitions formed by combining 

the second method of division of K with the second 

group of product terms under II,Z. This gives us a 

simple means of reference to the each of the numerous 

groups of definitions given us by Art. 3. 

Within the group reference will be made in the 

fOllowine way: for integrals of classes X,Y, and Z, 

Upper(IPwer) Sum will mean that Mi(mi ) is used in the 

defin1 tion of the sum. In the definj. tions which in-

20. 

vo 1 ve con t en t (meas ure ) .~he __ ~.!1m _.!l_i_l_l ____ b_e ___ _ 
*) cf. Jordan,C: Cours d'Analyse,1893, Puris, p.33, 

where generalized proof' of the Darboux Theorem is given. 





Outer (Inner) when outer(inner) content or measure are 

used. In the case of the sums of class W the meaning 

of Upper and Lower Sum has already been given. The 
just 

conventions for content and measure will be as stated. 

A sum involving H. will be termed a Middle Sum. 
1 

In case the Up_;!er and Lower Sums for a group 

have the same limit the result will be called the 

integral for the group, except in the case of the 

groups which explicitly involve outer or inner content 

(measure). In these cases we may have what we shall 

call Outer Content(Measure) Integrals, and Inner 

Content(Measure)Integrais. The Integral for these 

groups will exist whenever these Outer and Inner 

Integrals coincid.e. 

21. 





Section IIL_ 

The Det{nitions of Class X. --- .. -

1. The~nitrons of !yp~ X,I. The nine groups of 

definitions involving a rectangular division of R 

will be considered in some detail, as the treatment 

of all the definitions we shall consider,to a large 

extent. reduces to a comparison with the definitions 

of this type. 

~ definiti£rr grouQ X(l,l). fex) is sup~osed 

defined for all the paints of R. This is the group 

of definitions with which we ordinarily associate 

the name of Riemann, although the resulting Upper 

and Lower Integrals are due to Darboux. The Darboux 

Theorem enables us to take the limits of the Upper and 
all 

Lower Sums for~possible rectangular divisions as well 

as for any set of successive divisions with nqrm 

approaching zero as a limit. The Upper Integral 

(R)of f(x) will be represented by the symbol (R~f(X)dx 
the Lower Integral by (R)~' and the Integral b~ (R~ 
Such properties of these integrals as are necessary to 

this discussion will be assumed familiar to the reader. 

~ dlanition &roup X(1,2). (f(x) defined for E) 





The definitions of this 

group are given by Pierpont(*) and we shall refer 

the reader to him for the proof that the Darboux 

theorem holds, and for proofs of other properties of 

these integrals. The integrals of this group involve 

the outer content of E, and will be called outer 

content integrals, and represented by the notation 

~ f;(X)dX. or by (P) (f(X)dX (Upper and Lower . 
c~EI JE 
Integrals will be indicated in the usual manner.) 

The definition group X(1,3).For the case of 

non-metrical SAts this def i nition is equivalent to 

a definition given by Jordan(**). In case E is 

metrical the integral for this group is equal to the 

integral for the , preceding group, and the result 
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will be called the Jordan-Pierpont Integral, Integral 

(J-P), and also Content Integral. As this definition 

group differs in form from that given by Jordan 

we shall give proofs of the Darboux theorem in connection 

with the pro ofs ' for group X~l, 4) belo'w. These 

TiJ Pierpo~t, James: On MUltiple , In_t~uals; Transactions 
of the American Mathematical Society, Vol. 6, 1905, -
p. 416. ' 

(**) , Jordan;C: Cours !I' ~alYs...!~.; Paris, 1893, p. 31-46. 
Let 'En be one of a sequence of subses of E.which are 

'merical" ~uch tha~ the limit as n apPToacaes infinity 
of the ' content of ~ 1s the inner content of E.Jordan 
defines th~ i ,ntegra1 over E as the limi t , of the integral 
over En. " " 





definitions involve the inner content, and the resulting 

integrals will be called Inner Content Integrals. We 

will use the notations (J) r:(X)dX, and r-r(X)dX. ~t cJE 
The definition gr~upX(1,4).(Sums taken for cells 

containing points of K) These definitions are new 

but lead to definite results, and are of especial in-

terest becaus.e by their aid we may show the relations 

existing between the Pierpont and Jordan Integrals. 

We shall now prove the Darboux theorem for -the Upper 

and Lower sums. 

We will first consider f(x) non-negative in E. 

Let Vi represent a cell(and its volume) of a rectangular 

division D of R which contains points of K, and at the 

same time pOints of E. The only other cells which 

contain pOints of K will contain them on the frontier, 

furthermor~ the cells Vi contain all the pOints of K, 

for the only K points(cf.Sec. I, Art. 3, p. 6.) which 

are not E paints are limit paints of E points, although 

they may be limit pOints froffi one s i de only. Let M. 
1 

be the upper limit of f(x) in ViI and form the sum 

~Mivi which is positive or at least not less than 

zero, and consequently has a lower limit S if we con-

sider all possible divisions D. Since S is a lower 

limit there is a division Dl of norm d l such that 

- C' - b/ S ~~Ml i VI i <. S -4- 2 
. , , 

24. 
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Let D2 be any other division of norm d 2 <. do (dO to be 

chos en la ter) • Let v2 . be a cell of D2 of the same 
,1 

type as Vi' and let the notation v2 ,ik re~resent a cell 

of v2,i entirely conta ined in VI,i' and v~ . one of the 
,1 

rema i ni ng cells of the V2 ,i 's. Let us now choose do 

so small that 2: v2, i'" G/4M • (M is upper limit f(x) in E.) 

We have 

2M2, i V2, i~M2, ikV2, ik + ~~, i v2, i 
~2MI,ivl,i -+ M2:V2,i 

It fOllo v: s from ( L) and (2) that for any D of norm 

sufficiently small 

S S ~M.v. K s + € 
. ~ 11 

which ,roves that the limit for a set of successive 

divisions always exists and is always the same for fex) 

non-ne gat ive. If we choose f(x) ne gat ive we may show 

S the up) er l im i t of the J.p'Ner Sum always exi sts , e tc. 

Let us now take f(x) any limited function, and 

(2) 

(3) 

let F{x) ~ fex} - m {m is the lower I jmi t . of f(x} tn E.) 

F(x) will be non-negative, ana consequently SF exists. 

But 'S =. lim.l:{M. -m)vi :=.. lim ~M. v
i

- lirn.m 'v . 
., d:::'~ 1 d==Q 1 d=O L 1 





:'.Phat is S !::. Lim. ~M. v. - meCK) 
F d;::;O ~ 1 1 

(4) 

It foiilow8 from (4) that Sf exists. We will . call 

Sf the Upper 

denote it by 

J.,e.t now 

Outer Content 

( f(x)dx. 
~J K 
F (x):: -f ( x) • 

Integralof f(x) over K, and 

We will call S the Lower Outer Content Integral of fex) . -r 
over K. and denote it by (Kf(X)dx. 

!!. L~ 
As corollaries of the above we may quote: 

Cor. I. The Upper(Lower) Outer Content Integral of 
to Outer Content 

(f(x)~ C) Dver K is equal~the Upper(Lower)~Integral 

of f(x) over K plus the product of 0 into the outer 

content of K,(or,what is equivalent, the Outer Content 

Integral of Cover K.} 

Oor. II. The Up)er(Lower) Outer Content Integral 

6f r(x) is equal to minus the Lower(Upper} Outer Content 

integral of -fex) over K. 

If the Upper and Lower Integrals are equal the 
Outer 

group Integral exists and will be cl1ed the Content 

Integral over K, and denoted by . _ f(x)dx. 
c K 

In case K coincides with the frontier of E we 

shall speak of the Frontier Integrals o:f. ',.f'·(:x) for E. 

26. 





We are now in a position to prove the existence 

of the Upper and LPwer Jordan(Enner Content)Integrals 

over E. For this purpose we will take K equal to F. 

Let vi denote a cell of D which contains pOints 

of E, v~ a cell which is full of pOints of E, and vi' 

a cell which is partly full. The cells v!t contain 
1. 

all the pOints of F. We have 

~MiVi = 5 Mi vi + Z Mi' v' , 
i (5) 

For proliT that lim. 2M'v' exists see Pierpo.nt, lac. 
d-::O 

cit. p.418. The proof is not given here because of its 

similarity to the proof already given for the Upper 

Outer Content Sum for K. 2M' 'v" is the Upper Outer 

Content Sum for F. It follows that the limits exist 

for all the sums of (5), and we have by definition 

groups X(1,2), X(1,3) and X(l,4) the following result: 

87. 

(t) r;(X)dX = (J)7r(x)~x +-_ ?;(X)dX. (6) 
~E~ jE- c J F~ . 

In a similar way we obtain: r-\ ( \ r - J /(X)dX (7) 
(P!JEf'(X)dX =: (J!J/(X)dX + .~ _! 

- ' - . 
It follows from equations (6) and (7) that the Pierpont 

Integral when it exists is equal to the sum of the 

Jordan Integral and the Frontier Integral, and that a 

necessary condition for the coincidence of the Pierpont 

and Jordan Integrals i8 the vanishing of the Frontier 

Integral. 





The definition group XC1,5) (Sums taken for cells 

full of pOints of K). These definitions correspond for 

K to the Jordan definitions for E. In the definition 

otthe Upper Sum (Sec. II, Art. 3, p. 17) vi was taken 

to mean a cell of D which was full of pOints of K, As 

usual let viI denote a cell containing Ipoints and E 

pOints, ,and let "i' denote the cells of Vi which are 

not Vi cells. We have 

-~M' 'v" L i i 
(8) 

We have shown(p. 24-25) that lim. 2Mi Vi exists and 
d=(J' , 

and have defined it as the Upper Outer Content Integral 

of rex) over K. The sum ~ M"v" is the sum for the 

Upper Frontier Integral for K, i.e. is of the same type 

as the sum L Mj Vi • It follows that lim. LM'v' 
d=Q 

exists for any set of ,successive divisions of norm 

approaching zero as a limit, f(x} being any limited 

function. We shall call this limit the Upper Inner 

Content Integral over K.and denote it by ~f(X)dX 
!t JK' 

In a similar way we may prove the existence of the limit 

which we define to be the {pwer Inner Content Integral 

over K, and denote by f f(x)dx . 
.Q. _K 

28. 

A necessary condjtion for the existence of the limit 

for the Middle Sum is as usual the coincidence of the 

Upper and Lower Integrals. 





Let us denote the frontier of K by F(K). As 

remarked above F'(K) i~ a set of the same type as K, 

and consequently the integrals for F(K) have already 

29. 

been defined. The following equations may be established 

in a way similar to those for the Pierpont and Jordan 

Integrals, (6) and (~},p. 27, in fact they follow 

directly from equation (8), ,. 28. 

_( f(x)dx -= .. -( f(x)dx + f (f(X)dX (9) 
c'jK . £JK cJF(K) . 

~ r f(x)dx = ..... j. f(x)dx + _ (f(X)dx (10) 
c lK £ _K , c_JF(K) 

As in the case of the Pierpont and Jordan IntegralS, 

the necessary condition for equality of the Outer and 

Inner Content . Integrals over K is the vanishing of the 

corresponding Frontier Integral. 

The definition group X(1,6). (Sums involving ex

plicit use of oute~(inner)content of E pOints in a .cell). 

We will discuss first the case of non-metrical sets • 

. "The middle tlwee defini tions of this group do not a ()ply 
l 

in this case. The Integrals involving outer content 

are equal to the Pierpont Integral, and those involving 

inner content to the Jordan Integral, as we shall pro

ceed to show. 
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We will give the proof for the Upper Pierpont 

Integral, the equivalence of the other Integrals 

may be demonstrated in the same way. By the definition 

of outer content 

lim~.\'c(ei) -::::. lim. ~vi 
d = ,oi>L" . d.= 0 ,£.. 

c(E) (11) 

Let us choose d so small that 

"'2. c(ei) - c(E) <. o/4M 
. ~ -( Eoj "2 Vi - .Q.(E) < 4M 

If we consider the difference of the Upper Sums for the 

two Integra~s we have 

~ Mi(vi-c(e
i

» L.. M L(Vi-c(ei» 

~/2 

by (12) which pro~es the theorem, since ~MiVi 

1s the Upper Sum for the Pierpont definition.Cef. p.16, 

und er I I , X, 2 • ) 

The definition group X(l,7) (Sums involve explicit 

use of outer{inner)measure of E pOints in v.) The . l. 

(12) 

(13) . 

definitions of this group lead to integrals of consider-

able interest, which for the case of E measureable, 

are equivalent to an integral defined by Young.(*) 

-----------------,_._--,,-------
.*) Young, W.H.; On the General Theory!! Integration; 
T'ransactions of the Royal Society, London, Vol. 204, 1905, 
p. 230, Art. 9. 





The definition of Young involves the upper and lower 

semi-continuous functions of rex), M and lllx.(cf. Sec. I, 
x 

Art. 9, p. 12., and will be discussed later. 

Let us first consider the case in which E 

1s not measureable. The middle three definitions of 

the group do not apply to this case as they require 
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the sets formed by the division D of R to be measureable. 

In this connection we may remark that if E is measure-

able a division D effects a division of E into measure-

able subsets. This is evidently true, since the content 

of the common frontier paints of any two sets ~s zero. 

We shall call the l~~bt LMim(ei) the Upper Outer 

Measure Integral (R) over E, and denote it by (R)_ --~f(X)dX. 
'!Jl J E' 

The proof that this limit exists and is unique for any 

set of successive div$sions of norm approaching the limit 

zero will now be given. 
or not negative 

Let us first suppose rex) positive~in E., the 

Upper Sum will not be less than zero, and consequently 

has a lower limit for all possible divisions D, say S 
Let Dl be a division of norm d l such that 

S <EM1, i m (e 1, i) <.. S + ~2 (14) 

Let d2~ do(to be chosen later) be the norm of a division 

D2 , and'v2 ,lk be the cells of v2,i entirely within 

VI,i' and V2,1 be the remaining cells of vi. Choose do 

so ·that 

(15) 
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Obvi QUS Iy 2' iii ( e 2 • i) "'- E;2M. We have 

2 M2 • i iii ( e 2 • i) ~ 2: M2 • ilfl ( e 2 • ik) +-~ Mi • i iil (e 2 • i ) 

< L M.1.( iii(ej..i. ) + E;2 (16) 

from (15). It follows from (14) and (16) that 

S S ZM2,im(e2,i) <. S -f- E 

This completes the proof of the existence of the upper 

integral for a positive or non-negative function. We 

(17) 

may show that the integral exists for any function(liraited) 

by the method used in the case of definition group X(1,4), 

p.24-, and the corresponding theorem for the lower integral. 

The condition for existence of the limit for the middle 

sum 1s the equality of the upper and lower integrals. 

The corresponding theorems for the sums involving 

inner measure can be proven by the simple substitution 

of inner measure for outer measure tn the proofs mentioned 

above. The corresponding change in notation would 

be made ·\for the resulti ne; integrals. 

The remainine three definitions of the group corre~ 

spond to the definition gjven by Young. The difference 

is that Young divides E directly, and considers all 

possible divisions into metrical sets. It is necessary 

to ehow that for an upper semi-continuous function the 
upper 
)ntegral ovtained in this way is equal to the integral 

obtained in accordance with the method of this definition 

group. It 1s easy th prove the equality of the upper 





integral of the upper semi-continuous function and the 

upper integral of f(x}, since the upper limits of the 

two functions with respect to the set E, in any Vi 

containing points of E, are the same. 

Let 59 denote a finite, or countably infinite 

division of E into measureab!e sets ej' and let Mj 

denote the upper limit of theva!ues of M with resx 

pect to E in e
j

• Let S be the lower !imit of the upper 

sum for ~ for all concei vable di visions of E into 

measureable sets, and suppose fJ is any division for 

which 
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S <: Mjm(e j) <. S + /2 (18) 

If we subdivide the sets Of~ the upper limit of Mx 

in a set of the new division wil! be less than or 

equalLto the upper limit in the set of which it forms 

a part. If5iJ' 1s any division consecutive to £), we 

have,thdrefore 

"M!m(e!) < ~M.m(e.) 
L: J J - ~ ~ ~ 

(19) 

Let do be chosen so that Mx in every region of R of max. 

diameter less than or equal to do 1s less than the upper 

limit of Mx for that region by not more than £/6m(E) , 

and let D be any division of R such that d~ d We 
o 

have then, in every v t of D 

up per limi t Mx,Mi , .. Mx ~ o/6m (E) {2~} 
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Let us now choose d~ so small that for every division 

n* of norm d*-5 d~ the sum of the cells v** which 
i 

an& contain~d interior pOints of more than one cell 

of D shall be less than f/aM.,i.e. 

:2 v~~ <. 'laM 1.1 >If(x)1 (21) 

If now 10 'is any dirision of E consecutive to !) of 

norm d' <. d' /2 the measure of the subsets of E 
o D 

which are interior to more tnan one cell of is less 

" 
than ~/6M. This follows from the fact that if we 

form for each such set the smallest rectangular sell 

which will contain it we hetve a set of cells ,of the 
omittin~ overlappi~g parts~ 

type vt~', whose surn".py (21) is <.. ~/6M. 

Let us now compare the sums ~Mi mCe i ) and 

~Mjm(ej). We may denote by e ik any cell of ej 

entirely contained in e i , and by ej the remaining 

cells of ej. From (21) we have, as 2m(ei) =. m(E) 

~ m(I, .. ) - 2" L m(eik) < EiSM (22) 

Let us wri te 

Making use of (20) and (21) we may write 

(24) 
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From (22) we obtain 

2 Mi m(ei) -2LM,m(e ik) < M("Zm(e i ) "L.~(eik) 
<. E/6 (25) 

From (24) and (25) we obtain 

2Mjm(e j> < 2Mim(ei) + c;2 
Combinjng(26) and (18) we have for any D of norm d~do 

s < L'Mim(e i ) < S + €: 

completing the proof that the two definitions are 

(26) 

(27) 

equivalent in the case of upper semi-continuous functions. 

The corresponding theorem for the lower integral of 

a lower semi-continuous function IDx may be proven in 

~similar way. This proof in connection with the re-

mark made at the top of ~. 33, establishes the existence 

of the Upper and Lower Measure I~tegrals for rex) 
over E. 

Because for the case in which E~ R these definitions 

give us the ordinary Upper and Lower Integrals of Darboux(*) 

we shall 6all these Measure Integrals (Riemann) in order 

to distinguish them froID the integrals obtained by 

a definition which we shall consider later. 

(*) Young, W.H. (lOC. cit.). 





The de'finition grOUp X(l,S) (Sums involve explicit :;:use 

of outer(inner)conta-t of pOints of K in cells of D) 

36, 

Iv10st of the work under the head Qf deflni tion 'group X(1,6) 

will apply here if we simply substitue K for E. The 

theorems regarding the exist'Jmce of the limj tsof'sums 

for sets of successive divisions will therefore be omitted, 

similarly for the proofs of equivalence with definition 

groups X(l,4) and XCl,5). The notation will be the same 

except for the substitution of K fo~ E. 

~ defj,ni tion grou.ll XCl, i). (Sums involving explicl t 

use of outer(inner)mea,sure). The same may be s,aid here, 

For the necessary theorems sUbstitue Kfor E in the 

work for group X(1,7). We shall consid.er the integrals 

of Mx and mx in Section IV. ' 

2. The definitions of ~ X,2.(Infinite' Rectangular 

Division of R}. In Section I, Art. 6,(2). p. 9, it 

was remarked that the infinite set of cu~tin~ ~lanes 

might form an open set,(the case in which is closed 

off e r s no di f'f i c ul tie s ) j, n w hi ch eve n t th e c e 1·1 s 0 f 

cD WOuld not contain all the paints of R, and the re

striction.J made that the content of the pOints omitted 

should be zero. It may be thought that a more natural 

restriction would be to require the measure of the 

pOints external to the cells to be zero. We will p~.

ceed to show that the two demands are equivalent. 





In the first place, the set of cutting planes 

must be nowhere dense in R. For, suppose it is dense 

in RI a sub-region of R, then Rl is a part of the 

frontier of· the set of planes, and the omitted. points . 

in RI (since the set of cutting planes is countable) 

have as their measure the volume of RI ., thus 

violating the restriction imposed upon the division. 

The only remaining possibility is that the set (p) 

of cutting planes shall be nowhere dense, and the 

consequence that the set of limit pOints of P,Q, shall 

be nowhhre dense and of measure zero. But under 

such circumstances Q is metrical. The proof follows: 

Since Q has measure zero, the measure of the 

complement of Q, C.(Q) is · the volume of H, but this 

is nothing more than the sum of the infinite set of 

cells produced by the division cD, since the content 

of P is zero. rae. D be a finite division of R formed 

in the fOllowing way: Let us sup pose the cells of 

arranged in ord.er and, represent the sum of the 
oc 

infinite series by ,2vi. 
.L 

Take the first N of these 

and divide the remainder of R into rectangular cells 

in the usual manner. Let D' be any division successive 

to D with norm d'S vN. Denote by vj t~e cells of 

D' not contained in any vi of the sum 2. vi. The 
~ 

cells ~j contain all the pOints of Q. Since 
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lim. ~v.= m (R) we have 11m. 2v· ~ o. 
N=cx; ~ l' 11:: 06 j 

(Q.E.D.) 

d:::::.O 

A comparison of the sums for thedlvision cD 

with the sums for the division D' defined above shows 

us that the integrals resulting ~rom this mode of 

division are equivalent to those of Article I, of this 

Scction, and that there is nqaqvantage to be obtained 

by dividing R into a countably infinite set of cells 

which are rectangular and non-overlapping. 

4. The defini,tions of ~ X,4. (Fini te Rectangular 

Overlapping Division of R.) Again we obtain in cases 

where we are at liberty to take the limit for all 

possible divisions, the integrals of i~ticle 1. 

It is possible to show that if we take our upper(lower) 

limits in a cell as the up) er(lower) limits,not of 

rex) but of Mx(mt) we will obtain as Upper(Lower) 

Integrals the integrals defined in Article 1, for all 

possible sets of successive divisions with norm 

monotonj. cally u) pro8.chi nc zero. a.s a 111:"1 2 t . In the 

general case the limit for one set of successivd 

divisions may differ from that for another set, a 

possibility which forces us to discard this type of 

definition as unreliable. 

Since non-overlappj nt divisions are a special 

case of this it is evident that the limits for all 

possible divisions are as low (high) and also that 

the limits are not lower(higher). 
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If we denote by D the non-overlapping division 

formed by the planes of division of V , a.nd by vf 
*it

a cell of D in whwh there is no overlapping, by vi 

a cell formed from ,_'overlapp j ng parts, it follows from 

the restriction made" upon V that for a small enough 

norm2vf*< 74M, i .e.the s'urn of the overlapping 
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parts is as small, 'as you please. To each vi corresponds 

a ' cell Vi o~V~ If we choose our norm so that it 

satisfies the foregoing condition and so that in addition 

osc. Mx{mx > in Vi is less than E/vOl. R, we may by 

a comparison of . sums prove the theorems mentioned 

above for the semi-continuous functions. Otm inability 

to 6on t rol the oscillation in the genernl case pre-

vents our proving the corresponding theorems for fex) 
.1 

5. The Defini ti_~E!. p'f type X, 5. (Countably Infini te 

Overlapping Rectangular Division of R). A combination 

'of the methods of. Articles 3 and 4 shows us that we 

, again obtain the integrals of Article 1 in the special 

cases where we may t :::tke our limits for all possible 

methods of diVision, or define our sums for M and m • 
x x 

We .may remark here that if we took the upper(lower) 

limit of rex) in a cell, excepting the values at cer-

tain points, and enclosed then; separa tely Vie might obtain 

decidedly different results fr cID those usually reached. 

All that need be said at present on this subject, is 

that as this method amounts to a division of R into 

sets of points plus a division into cells it is nothing 

but a complicated -way of . dOing what Lesbegue and Young 
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have done, although it is applted to cases which are a 

slight extension of the work of these men, and is, further

more a complication wi th no compensating a c; vantage. 

6. The Definitions of ~ X,6. (Metrical Division). 

This type of definition is given because of the al8logy 

to the method of division used by Young, although it 

leads in general to the same results as other definitions 

involving the notion of content. The method of passage 

to the limit will differ in special cases. If- we allow 

the content of a cell to decrease witbout at the same 

time requireing the norm to decrease, for successive 

divisions, the limits for different methods of division 

may not coincide. (*) For "the case of the general function 

we may take the limit for all possible divisions of 

type ~ only for the group X(S,l). In the re~naining 

cases to which this mode of division applies we must 

require the norm,as already defined, to 'approach zero 

as a limit over a set of succassive divisions. B~ 

this mode of definition, as we shall show, we obtain 

the integrals of Article 1 of this Section. 

(*) Young, W.H., lac. cit. p.22S, Example 2. 
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The proofs that this set of definitions is equivalent 

to those of X,l, rest upon the following two facts: I. 

Given any division D a divisionl1may be found such the 

S~~ of the cells Of~whiCh have pOints interior to 

more than one cell of D will be less than any pre-

assigned quantity however Slnal1; and II. Given any 

division ~ we may find a division D such the sum of the 

cells of D which lie entirely within anyone cell of ~ 
differ from the conte~t of that cell 
wi 11 b~ less than ~/N, where N is the numl)er of cells 

~ . 

in the division ~ • Proofs of these theorems are 

not given as they follow easily from the properties of 

content. By the aid of I, and II, we may easily 

establish the identity of the integrals resulting from 

this mode of division with those of the type X(l), 

by giving the proof for a special case and then generalizing 

after the method of Article 1. 

In a way similar to that we have used before, with 

the aid of I I above, and the results of Articles 2, of 

this section we may show that there is nothing to gain 

by considering a division of R into a countably infinite 

set of metrical subsets. 

The defini tiona of ~ X, 6. (Measureable Di vision) . 

The case of a function def i ned for R has been fully 

discussed by Young(*}. The definition given by 

(V) Young, W.H., loc. cit. Note especially Art. 24, p. 243. 





Lebesgue(*} is a special case of this. In the case of 

E measureable this definition differs in form from that 

given by Young, but can be shown to lead to the same 

results. Several of the definitions under this type 

lead to integrals which we have not previously defined 

and these will be discussed in some detail. Let us 

consider the various definition groups in order. 

The definition group X(6,1) For the case in which 

f(x) is a summable function Young shows that the result 

is the Lebesgue Integral. Should f(x) not be summable, 

we obtain Upper and Lower Integrals which I shall call 
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Upper Integral(Y) of fex) over H, and Lower Integral(Y},etc., 

denoting them by (Y) [/(X)dX, and (Y) [/(X). 

The defini tion groups, X(6,2, 3,4,and§I. These 

combinations do not lead to satisfactory results except 

in special cases, and these are covered by the groups 

X(6,6) and X(6,8). The reason for this is that in these 

defjnitions we are considering the sum of a set of cells 

which is not a constant with varying norm, or varping 

method of division; a fact which prevents us, in the 

genera l case, from defining our limits for all possible 

methods of division; and the further reason that we are 

(*) Lebesgue, He'nri, .Lecons .§.Yr. I 'Integration, Paris , 1904, 
Sections IV and V, Chapitre VII t- ' pp.112-120. 





unable~Q effectively use the method of decreasing norm 

in defining our limit. In the general case the lower 

limit for all possible upger sums will lie below the 

upper limit for all possible lower sums, a highly un-

desirable result. 

We omit the consideration of groups X{6,6) and 

X(6,8) for the reason that we apparently obtain the 

integrals of Article 1, and also because the combination 

is extremely artificial. 

The defini~i01! group X(6,7) For the case of 

E measureable the definitions of this group coincide 

with those of Young already mentioned, provided we 

make the restrlction that the division of R effect 

a measureable division of E. We will consider the case 

in which it does not later. To prove this equivalence 

of definitions it is only necessary to choose the cells 

of R so that, except for sets of measure zero, the cells 

containing E pOints are full of pOints of E. As re-

marked before, we shall have to consider our limits for 

all conceivable methods of division, since we are not 

able to use the method of decreaSing norm. 
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Let us call the lower limit for all possible divisions 

of the sum ~Mim(ei) ,The Upper Outer Measure Integral (Y) 

of fex) over E., and denote it by (Y)_ --~f(X)dX. 
mJE: 





The distinction between these integrals(Y) and the 

Measure Integrals(R) of Article 1, of this Section 

should be kept in mind. The relation between them 

is much the same as the relation between the Riemann 

and Lebesgue Integrals. Making appropriate changes 

in the form of the sum we may define the Lower Outer, 

Upper Inner, and Lower Inner Measure Integrals (Y) 

over E, which will be represented by a notation correspond-

ing to that given for the Upper Outer Integral (Y). 

Let us now consider the case of a measureable E 

divided into possibly non-measureable subsets by a 

measureable division of R. It is conceivable, in 

spite of the fact that the sum of the outer measures 

of the subsets of E may be greater than the "measure of E, 

that the Upper Outer Integral may lie below the Upper 

integral defined by Young, and t~e Lower Outer Integral 

lie above the Lower Young Integral. The Lower Inner 

Integral would be expected to lie below the Lower Outer, 

and the Upper Inner Below the Upper Outer, and it is 

conceivable that the upper and lower outer integrals 

might coincide and give a different result from the 

Upper and Lower Inner Integrals, while the Integral 

of Young would not exist. Such a state of affairs 

appears decidedly improbable, but there seems to be 





~Of excluding it from the realm of logical possibility. 

The definition groupX(6,9) Here we encounter a dif-

ficulty ~whjch we have not had to consider previously_ 

Before this the cells which contained points of K, 

except as frontier pcints merely, always contained 

some point of E, and it was easy to define the upper 

and lower limits for these cells. Now, however, it 

is possible to make the divisions in such a way that 

sets of K pOints whose measure is greater than zero 

may be contained in cells of 1) which do not contain 

a single pOint of E. Several courses of action are 

op en to us. We may dec .l ine to consider the integrals 

over K, we may neglect those cells which do not con-

tain pOints of E (which is equi valent to defining M. 
1 

and mi as equal to zero), or define Mi to be the upper 

limit of M in the cell, and m. the lower limit of mx • 
these~ 1 

BesidesAthere are two other possibilities which may 

be considered, first fex) may rea l ly be defined at the 

pOints of K a nd M. and m. could be taken in the usual 
· 11 

way, the objecti on to this being t hat K loses its 

special characteristic ,becomi ng a set of type E ; and 

second,we may define the upp er limit in any ce ll con-

45. 
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taining a K point as the upper limit of the values of 

M , instead of f(x), and the lower limit as the lower 
x 

limit of the values of mx • 

In objection to the proposed neglecting of the 

cells containing no ~oints we may say that we would 

obtain,not the integral for K,but the integral for 

the set of E pOints in K, in other words an integral 

of the set produced by definition group X(e,7). 

In case we use the upper and lower semi-continuous 

functions we obtain the integrals defined by definition 

group XCI,S), the proof of this statement paralilling 

the proof for semi -continuous f'unctions gi ven for 

definition group X(I,7), p. 33. 

Finally we may define the upper (lower) limit 

in a cell containing pOints of K as the upper (lower) 

limit of the vllues of fex) and of Mx (mx> for the 

pOints of X which are not pOints of E. The integrals 

reSUlting from this choice of Mi and mi will be termed 

the Outer (Inner) Measure Integrals (Y) of '(x) over 

K. 





Section IV. 

~ Definitions Involving Division of E,K, ~ v. 

The Definitions of Class Y. - - The definitions of 

this class give us nothing that we have not already 

considered. They are given because they are direct 

definitions of integrals that we have been defining 

indirectly through reference to a fundamental set, 

and because similar definitions have been given 

previous to this paper by Jordan, Young, &nd others. 

We shall suppose E is not metrical, considering 

the metrical case later. The condition that the 

sets produced by the division D of E shall not mix 

enables us to make use of the princi9le of decreasing 

norm in passing to the limit. We sha.11 congent our-

selves with showing here that we are able to compare 

sums for different division of E with the corres90nding 

sums based on a rectangular divisions of R. For the 

case of unmixed sets the outer content of E is the 

sum of the outer contents of ei 's(*). rcJet us suppose 

a division D of E given, and consider a division D of 

(*) Pierpont, James, loc. cit. Theorem 5, p. 422. 
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R of norm i(d will be chosen later}. Some of the cells 

of D of R will probably have as interior po1nts,polnts 

of two or more cells of D of E. By a proper choice 

of d, how~r we may make the.~ sum of all such cells as 

small as we please for any method of division D of R. 

This is a necessary condition that the sum of the outer 

contents of the sets of D of E shall equal the outer 

content of E. If we consider the division of E formed 
ou t cr(inner)content of the 

by D of R we see tha t the sum: .of the II. cellS of this 

division which contain paints of but one cell of D of E 

differs from the outer(inner)content of E by as little 

as we please. Using 'these facts we may co~pare sums 

in the usual way, and prove that the result of the 

definiti ons of this type is the *ame as the result of 

the definitions of groups X(l;2,3,e, and 7), i.e. the 

Jordan, Pierpont, Jordan-Pierpont, and{Oute,,)(Inner) 

Measure Integrals (R) over E. 

The method of division ~ is given because of 

the analogy with the method D of E. There is no 
thus 

advantage to be obta i ned in~specifying ~he exact 

method 'o .~\ ·. division for the reason that,with no greater 

restriction on the character of the cells than that the 

measure of the common frontier paints shall vanish, 





we are unable to prove that a unique limit is approached 

by the sums obtained for sets of successive divisions 

with norm approaching the limit zero. Since we are 

forced to consider the limits for all possible divisions 

of this type, it seems advisable to cast aside all re-
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atrictions on the mode of division, and consider the 

upper(lower}limits of our sums for all possible divisionsf} • 

If we do this we meet the fOllowing difficult~. We might 

find a division of E for which there would correspond no 

measureable division of R. If we restrict ourselves to 

divisions of E which have 'their corresponding measureable 

division of H, i.e., to divisions which would be effected ", '. 

by a rneasureable division of R, it is easy to see that 

we would obtain t:te integrals of Art. 6, Sec. III, under 

def i nition group X(6,7), neglecting the combinations 

which involve the expllcit use of conte,..1a. We shall 

also neglect the integrals which we might possibly have 

f~om a non-measureable division of R. 

In case E is metrical, the divi~ion D effects a 

division into metrical subsets, and we ,obtain the Jordan-

Pierpont Integral for all the definitions of this t ype. 

, 2. The .. defini tions of Class Z. The direct method of 

division of K gives rise to a difficulty in connection 

with the definition of Mi and mt for a set of the division 
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D of K which we have not previously had to consider. To 

fix the idea'S: an example will be 'give_n. Let us consider 

a perfect nowhere dense set K of outer content greater than 

zero, formed by the usual method of blackening cells of 

R with the exception of their frontier. Let E be the 

blackened region of R plus the frontiers of the blackened 

cells. Suppose f (x) =- 1 on the black points of E, and zero 

on the remaining pOints of E, the E paints of F. Since 

F is the frontier of E, it is a set of type K, and we may 

consider the integrals of f(x) with respect to F. Let 

us first calculate the Upper Outer Content Integral of 

f(x), using the Upper Sum of definition group X(l,4), p.17. 

Since by hypothesis F is ' nowhere dense in R, every cell 

Vi of D which contains a paint of F will contain black 

pOints of E, and consequently the upper limit of the values 

of f(x) in Vi is I in every case, the upper sum is exactly 

2,vi , and its limit(d=O) is C(F). Let us now use the method 

o~ division Z,l.The cells of this division contain nO 

paints of E that are not in F, and so the upper limit 

of the values of rex) in ki is zero, and the upper integral 

according to this definition is zero, where for the defin-

ition previously given it is c(F). It is of interest to 

note in this connection that for the cases involving inner 

content this difficulty does not arise, and we obtain the 

same integrals by d,i vision of K as by d1 vision of R. For 

example, in this case, both the integrals are zero. 
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We shall now show how the definition X(l,l) may be altered 

to make it correspond to the definjtion X(1,4). It will 

be remembered that the Upper(lower) Outer Content Integre_ l~: 

of definition group X(1,4) possessed useful properties, 

in 'connection with the Pierpont and Jordan Integrals, an d 

it seems desirable that the Frontier Integral should re-

tain these properties. 
(lower) 

Let us, instead of taking for M. (m.) the upper"limi t 
1 1 

of the values of f(x) in ki' take these quantities to be 

the upper(lower) limit of the values of Mx(mx > in ki • We 

will first show that the Upper Outer Content Integral 

of Mx over K obtained by direct division of K is the 

same as that obtained by division of R into rectaneular 

cells (X(I,4). Let S be the limit of 2M(V,)Vi for a 

set of successive divisions DR (d~O) of R. We shall 

denote by ~ the division of K produced by DR· nx 1s 

then a division of type Z,l, and consequently '2 c(ki)== o(R), 

where ki is the set of K pOints in Vie 

Let D be any division of R of norm D so small that 
R 

tho fO l lowing relations hold 

I s - 2 M (v. )Vi.j < '(;./4 

ZVi , ... c(E) Z t/8!~ 

Mtvil .. Mx < E/ai(E) 

(1) 

(2 ) 

(3) 





(1) is possible from the hypothesis on SJ (2) from the 

definition of outer content, and (3) from the fact that 

M is an upper-semicontinucus function. 
x 

Let M{ki ) denote the upper limit of Mx for the 

paints of kiJ while M(vi) denotes the up per limit of Mx 

for all the E points of v.. We have 
~ 

from (3) M(Vi) - M(ki) < EISe(E) (4) 

and from (2) (5) 

We obtain the following rel[: tion from (4) and (5) 

~(Vi)Vi- ~M(ki)C(ki)l~ I~M(Vi) - M(ki):7 ~(ki)1 
+/2.. M(vi>Z-Vi - c(kili I 
< f./4 (e) 

Combining (3) and (6) gives us 

Let DR' be any division consecutive to D , thmD' 
R K 

the corresponding division of ·K will be consecutive to 

Dx, and the relation 

B - 2'M'(kj)C(ki) < t/2 

is easily established. S is therefore the limit of the 

up) er sum for at least, one set of successive divisions 

D Cd ~ 0). Supposing ~ is any djvision of norm d for 
K 

(7 ) 

(8) 
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which (7) holds, it is now necessary to show that for 

any division D of norm d
1 

( to be chosen later) 
K,l 

Is - 2MCkl,i)CCkll)! < E (8) 

To obtain (8) we shall choose d
1 

so that the sets of 

~,l which lie interior- to more than one cell of DR 

have a total outer content less than c/8M. Since 

k i contains all the pOints of' v l' all the ce~l. s kik 

which are cont a ined in vi are also in kl' and we 

have, Sinci2~(ki):!: erE) 
~C(k~) . - :L' ~ C(kik ) ~ E/4M (9) 
~ 1 k 

Denoting by ki,l the remaining cells of ~,l' we have 

from (9) 

) 2MCkl'i )cCk1,i) -~ ..f Mtkik)cCkik) \<H4 
(l~) 

and from (9) and (1) 

2MCki)CCki) - 4 ~MCkik)CCkik) I 
L-. ~ 1CMCki) - MCkik)JC(kik >( 

+ ~MCk~>rCCki) - f 'CCkik)J\ 

z-- E/2 

Combining (7) and (11) gives us (8), thus ~roving the 

equivalence of the definitions for Mx. 

(11) 





The proof that the lower integrals of IDx are 

equal for both definitions is similar to the above. 

Since in any cell of R the upper limit of rex). 
is equal to the upper limit of Mx' it follows readily 

that the Upper Outer Content Integral of any limited 

function is the same for both methods of definition, 

and similarly for the Lower Outer Content Integral. 

We may mention here that while it was necessary 

in the case of thegeneral function to take the limit 

for successive divisions when we used the definition 

X(l,4) the definition Z(l,~) enables us to take our 

Upper (lower) limits for all possible Lower(U~per) Sums, 

giving the same results as those already obtained. The 

proof of this is simple, being closely analogous to the 

last part of the precedingproof, beginning with equation 

(8), and will be omitted. 

A further remark will enable us to throw the remainder 

of the discussion of the integrals over K back to the 

discussion of the integrals over E. Since Mx and fiX 

are defined for all the pOints of K, for these functions 

K is a set of the same type as E, and any property of 

an Upper Integral over E will be a property of the 





corresponding Upper Integral over K. Similarly for 

Lower Integrals. 

Although the integrals mentioned at the beginning 
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of this article, and to which exception was taken on the 

ground that they differed from those of Article L, Sec. III, 

possess points of interest, they are not neccessary to 

any of the further discussions we shall enter upon, and 

we shall therefore content ourselves with what we ha ve 

already said with reference to them. 

3. The Definitions £f Class !. These definitions 

involving a division of the interval of variation, V, 

are essentially a speCial case of the definitions 

which we have named after Young, as has already been 

remarked. In view of this fact we shOUld expect in 

the general case of non-measureable sets, and functions 

which not summable to obtain different results. 

Lebesgue (i~) has called func ti cns for whtch the 

set of paints determined by the relation A < fex) < B 

is measureable surnmable functions. In case this set 

(*) Lebesgue, Henri, Lecons ~ l'Integration, p, 115. 





1s"~lways metrical ~~ shall say the function is addable. 

It will be notice on reference to Art. 3, Sec. II,p.17, 

under the head of II, Multiplication, W, that the use 

of content in a definition of this type has been sug-

gested. It appears, as one would expect, on examination 

of the result of such a definition, that for addable 

functions we obtain the ordinary Riemann Integral, or 

for a function defined for E, the Jordan-Pierpont 

Integral. Should the function not be addable, (it will 

be shown later that this is equivalent to sa~ing 

that the Riemann Integral does not exist) we find our-

selves involved in difficulties when we try to take 
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our limits for successive divisions with norm approaching 
(inner) 

zero as a limit. Since the sum of the outerAcontents 

of the subsets of E produced by the division of the 

interval of variation might no~ approach the outer 

(inner) content of E as the norm approached zero over 

a set of successive divisions of V the limit of 

the sum" for these defini tiona might be a function of 

the method of successive division of V. We might 

consider the lower(upper) limit of the Up per (Lower) 

Sums for all divisions D of V, but these might not 

be as low(high) as the ordinEiry Upper(Lower) Integ:ral(R) 

and for this reason do not seem to be worth considering. 

We shall therefore consider these definitions restricted 

to the case in which rex) is addable. 





For reasons simRar to those just mentioned we shall 

restrict the definitions involving measure to the case 

in which f(x) is summable, thus obtaining the ordinary 

Lebesgue Integral. 
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The definitions of type W,2 which employ an infinite 

divisi on of V may be reduced to the definitions of type 

W,l by a method almost exactly the same as that used 

to reduce the inf i nite rectangular definitions to the 

finite rectangular case.Cef. Art.2, Sec. III, p. 35.) 





Section V. 

Conditions £21: Equality of Upp~r and Lower 

Integrals. 

1. The principal work of Sections III and IV was the 

demonstration that (for all the definitions retained) 

in the case of limited functions the Upper(IPwer) In-

tegrals always existed. Vie fO: J.nd that the Middle 

SUII could or~ ly be considered whenever we could -pass 

to the lin:it over a set of successive divisions (d-O). 

It is our purpose in this section to investigate the 

conditions under which the Upper and Lower Integrals 

for the various cases are equal. Obvious)'the necessary 

and sufficient condition for the existence of a limit 

for the Middle sum is the equality of the Upper and 
called 

Lower Integrals. These conditions are usuallyAconditions 

for existence of the integral, and will be so spoken of, 
we shall consider 

since the only condi tionl\for existence of Upper or 

Lower Integrals is that the function be linli ted. 

The existence conditions for the Riemann and Lebesgue 

Integrals will be assumed. 

2. The Outer Content Integrals ~E (K). In the 

proof that a necessary and: .. sufficient condi tion -for 

the existence of the Hiemann Integral is that the paints 

for which wx>O form a set of measure zero, R is supposed 





closed. Since E may be an open set this condition, while 

still necessary may no longer be sufficient, as the 

following exam~)le will show. Let n be any odd integer, 

and let us take R the interval from 0 - 1 on the s1raight 

line, (x-axis) , E the rational paints of R. Let f(x)= 1 

for x~ min, m and n relatjvely ~)rjme; and f(x) = 0, for 

x ~ m/2n, m and 2n relatively prime. Call these sets 

01 and O
2

, respectively. Since all ~ft •• t~. points of 

01 are limit paints of 02,and conversely, we have Mx 

for E is 1, and mx~O' x in E; i.e., Wx =1 for every 

point of E. But E has measure zero, althGugh the upper 

and lower integrals of rex) are respectively 1 and 0. 

We may show in the usual manner that the condition, Qoth 

necessary and sufficient~is that the set for which Wx ) s 

shall have content zero. Let us write: 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the 

existence of' the Pierpont(Outer Content) Integral 

of f(x) over E is that,.;X' t ,n .. : ~ , ; . 

C(Wx > 8)=0 

If E is closed we may write in place' of (1) 

m(w > 0)= 0 x . 

(1) 

(2) 

We saw in Art. 2, Sec. IV, p. 49-, that the unner Outer 
Outer •. 

Integral of f(x) over K was the Up perAIntegral of Mx over 

K, and the Lower Integral of rex) the Lower Integral of m 
Outer x 

TheAIntegral over K will exist~(a) if K isa set of zero 

content;(b) if Wx is an integrable null (R) function for 





x in K, i.e. satisfies condition (1), x in K. 

3. The Inner Content(Jordan) Integral ~ E(K), and 

the Content Integral. Let 1 be the pains of E not 

in F. It is very easy to demonstrate the fallowing: 

A necessary and sufficient condition for the 

existence of the Jordan Integral of f(x} over E is that, 
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x in I (1) 

or if I be closed, i.e. con~ain a set of F pOints of 

content zero, 

If I is the set of interior points of K, then 

the Inner Content Integral over K will exist . if (l) and 

(2) are satisfied, x in I ' . " . 
The Jordan-Pierpont(Content) Integral exists if 

the Outer Content Integral over F vanishes (Art. 1, 

Se c. I I I, e q s. ( 6), ( 7 ) p • 27). Thi s wi 11 0 c cur for 

( a ) c (F) :: 0; (b) m OvIx> 0), x in F, sin c e F i s c los e d 

(2) 

and the Quter Content Integral over F is supposed to exist. 

4. ~ Outer (Inner)Mea.§~ Integral (R) ~ E (K). 

(p. 30, X.(1,7». The analogy between the surrsfor these 

integrals and the sums for the Outer Content Integrals 

is so clmse that we have exactly the same conditions 

for existence of the integral in each case, and we need 

only mention that there is no change in the conditions 

for the case of Inner I\:leasure, as there was in the case 

of Inner Content. 
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5. ~ Outer(Inner)Measure Integral (Y) ~ E. 

There seems to be no way to avoid the logical possibility 

of the low1ter limi t of the Up'Jer Sum being below .the 

Up per limit of the Dower Sum. Let us consider the 
_ for f (x) > 0, x in E. 

possibi Ii ty of S ~ S.A If this is true, there is a number 

L between Sand §. such that the Upper Sum for ~ , 

a dfvision of E into non-measureable sets, is less than 

L, and the Lower Sum for ~I another division of E, is 

greater than L. Let us combine the divisions fJ and J): 
dividing the sets of gj into the setswhic1:l they have 

. (Ill 
in common with the sets of~. Let e ik denote the 

sets of ~ whi ch lie in e i Of)). We ha ve 

.. -4 i (eik) .? iii(el) (1) 
. '?x 

Tne Lower Sum for~will not be less than the Lower 

Sum for ~ , since the minimum does not decrease for 
for iJ I 

successive divisions, and we have the relation~corresponding 

to (1) for'j) . The problem centers about the behavior 

of the Upper Sum. Obviously 

22;oJik-zu1k)iii( eik) ~ 0 
i k 

Let .2 m(eik) = i(e i ) + e1 ' and Mik .:. Mi+ ", ik 
k 

We obtain by sUbstitution 

~ ~M1kiil(eik) = LM
i lll'(e1 )+ IMl tl 

(I) 

(3) 





If the Up : ~) er sum is to increase we must have 

~M of; > 
L. i i 

Fmrthermore the left hand side of (4) must be enough 

larger than the right to include the amount the Upper 

Sum was originally below the Lower Sum, the increase of 

the Lower Sum, and also the difference r epresented by 

(2). There is no a priori reason for sup posing that 

2fi may nO .t be large enough to account for all of 
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(4) 

these, especially if the othe.r quantities concerned are 

small. Vfhile it seems extremely improbabl, that eXaITlples 

of such a thing exist, yet as remarked before, we must 

a&nit the possibility. 

We may always divide E into sets for which the 

difference Mi - rni,for everyone of the sets is small 

at pleasure. For every such division the difference 

between the Upper and .Lower Sums is as small as we 
Outer Measure 

please. Let us now define thel\Integral of f(x) over E 
Outer 

as the lower limit of the Upper"Sum for all possible 

divisions of th i s t~p~, and the Inner Measure Integral 
Inner 

of f(x) as the upper limit of all possible LowerASums 

of thi s type. VIe shall consider these Integrals 

later .. The Outer(Inner)Heasure Integrals(Y) a s pre-

viously defined will be abandoned as indefinite, and 

those just defined considered in their place. 





In case E is measureable the Measure Integral (Y) 

will exist whenever rex) is sUITmlable, as is shown by 

Young(i~), who also showsthat the upper measure sum is 

never less than the lower measu~e sum. We may also 
show · 
.. :~ that.! necessary and sufficient condition for the 

existence of the Measure Integrab is that there exist 

divisions of ~ intq measureable subset§ such~ ~ 

..§.Ym .2! ~ measures .Q.t: ~ ~ in wbi ch the d1 fference 

&. - ~ > ~ ~ small ~ pleasure. Suppose, S is 

the Integral, and D and D'two di visions of E such 
1 

that the Upper Sum for D and the Lower S~~· for D 

are within ~/2 of S. As before consider the division 

formed by combining~ and ~/. Since the sets are 

now measureable the sum of their measures is the same 

for all divisions, and the Upper Sum has not increased, 

nor the Lower Sum decreased, and consequently we must 

have, if vi denote the cells of A 

2(~ - ~ )v i < E (5) 

from which we easily draw the theorem stated above. 

'.-) Young, w. H., lac. cit. p.245, Art. 25, and Art.6, 
Theorem 4, p. 228. 
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Section n. 
Pronerties ~ Relations. 

1. We are now in a position to consider the relations 

which exist between the integrals which we have so far 

defined and to develop some of the properties which the 

new types possess. It will be well perhaps to first 

give a summary of the integrals which we have .thought 

worth considering further. 

I. Integrals of f(x) with resvect to R. 

Riemann Integrals (3) 
Lebesgue Integral (1) 
Young "s(a) 

II. Integrals of f(x) with respect to E. 

Pierpont (Outer Content) (3) 
Jordan (Inner Content )(3) 
Jordan-Pierpont (Content)(3)
Outer Measure (Riemann) (3) 
Inner" (It) ( 3 ) 
Measure (It) (3) 
Outer Measure (Young) (3) 
Inner Measure ( ") (:3) 
Measure (Young) (2), (Lebesgue) (1) 

III. Integrals of fex) with respect to K. 
Outer Content (3) 
Inner Content (3) 
Content (3 ) 
Outer Measure (Riemann) (3) (Young) (3) 
Inner Measure ( It ) (3) It (3) 
Measure ( It ) (3) tt (3) 





Considering Upper and IPwer Integrals as att.empts to 

ob tain the ideal quantity mentioned in the Introducti on 

we have 60 defined quantities to consider)eacr~ of wh ich 

ha s some claim to be regarded as an integral, and suc-

ceeds or not in so far as it meets or fails to meet the 

i deal standa rd whi ch we set up. Of these i n tegrals 

t he follow i n g are new: Al l the Measure Integrals(R) over 

E; the Outer(Inner) iJIeasure Integral(Y) over E.; and 

.. all the Integrals oVer K. We sha.ll assume such l)roner-

ties of the remaining inteerals as are necessary to 

the fo .1. 1owing discussion. 

60. 

2. ~ Integra~ ~ an n-uiBens~~ Set (Descriptive 

Defjnition). We shall now give the descriptive definition 

promised in the introduct ion, genera.liz i ng the definition 

of Lebesgue (~~) to the case of a set of pOints j n n-

dimensi ons. Fol l owing Lebesgue, we propose to attach 

to every limited function f{x),defined for a limited 

set of po i nts S,a finite number 1f(X)dX,WhiCh we 

shall call t h e integral of fex) over 8, and which 

satisfies the following conditions: 

I. Let S be any set of pOints, and h"h , •.. ,h ., 

any set of n constants. Let x be any pOint of S, and 

xt a point whose coordinates are the coordinates of x 

increased by h~,h~, ••. h~, respectjvely. As x runs over 

S, x' will run over a set which we shall call H. We 

(-) Lebesgue, loc.cit. p. 98. 





require 

II. Let 

common, then 

III. 

IV. If f ~ ° and vol. S > 0, then 

kreX)dX ~ 0 

v. J:l.dx = vol. S 

VI. If lim. f (x) = f (x), then 
• -=<lC m 

lim. (f (x) :: f f(x)dx. 
m =0:. )S J m . S 

We might impose the further condition that the integral 

be iterable. That this is a condition independent of 

the six given above is evident from the fact that the 

Riemann Integral satisfies the above conditions and yet 

is not lterable. The failure of the Riemann Integral 

iB this ,respect is due to the fact that non-metrical 

sets of pOints eXist, i.e. there are functions which 

are not integraile (R). If we could by a constructive 

definition obtain an integral which exists for every 
and possess~these six properties 

function~this integral would ineviably be iterable. 

This requirement that every function shall have an in-

tegral possessing these properties is virtually a seventh 

condition and implies iterabil1ty. 
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Although it is not proposed to extend this descriptive 

definition to the case of integrals over K because of the . 

somewhat arbitrary nature of the definitions for K, we 

shall consider the various integrals with reference to ' the 

properties given above. 

3. The Content Integrals. Certain ~roperties are possessed 

in common by all the integrals directly involving content, 

and we shall give these without proof resting upon the 

close analogy with the sums for the Riemann Integral. 

Condition I, is satisfied by all. if we are willing to 

redefine vol. S as outer or Inner content of S, as the 

the case may require, IV, and V, are satisfied. VI 

is satisfied unconditionally by all, proof of this being 

analogous to the proof for the ordinary case. We shall 

not discuss the problem of iteration(*+. II will be satisfi~ 
the 

if~sets 31 and S2 in addition to the restriction imposed, 
their 

haveAcommon frontier pOints a set of content zero. It will 

be noticed that this is the case for the ordinary Riemann 

Integral, and to ask the removal of this restriction is 

a considerable generalization of the problem. III, will 

be satisfied for the integrals which r.esult when Upper 

and Lower Integrals are equal, the relations Which the 

Upper(Lower)Integrals satisfy will be given for some cases. 

C*> Pierpont, James, loc. cit. p. 428·, Art. 6. The 
question of iteration for the Outer C6ntent(Pierpont) 
Integral is treated here in some detail. 





~. Content Integrals !l:!h respect ~ !.!2. .2£. ~ ~. 

For simpl-1c:ity we will consider only two sets .El and~, 

the generalization to any fini te numbe·r be.1ng easily made • . 

The frontiers ' will be PI and F2 , respectively. Let us 

consider the Pierpont and Jordan Integrals of rex) over 

We will give an example to 

illustrate the way in which the Integrals(P) and (J) 

rail ·to satisfy condition II, and show what mu~t take 

its place if we are to use these definitions. It is . 

at this point that the usefulness of the Frontier Integral 

appears . 

. Let El be the rational pOints of R, and E2 the 

irrational pOints,and let rex) c 1, .. :x in El ; · f(x) ~ 1, 

x ' inE2 ' i. e., rex) ~l in R. The Integral (P ) 

tor El and for K2 gi ves. vol. R in both cases. The 

sum of the integrals over El and E2 is then twice the 

volume of R. The integral over R, the sum of 'E
l 

and E
2

" 

is,however,exactlY ·the volume of R. Both:~ the Jordan 

integrals ror.El and E2 vanish, but the Jordan . integral 

over R is the same aSthe integral (P), vo~. R. Thus, 

in considering the integrals. over two such regions we 

find that we do not obtain results from either the 

(P) or (J) integrals which satisfy condition II. If 

we' introduce the frontier integral, we find that ' the 

frontier integral is the same fo·r both 'sets and equal 

to 'vol. R. The duplication ,obtained from the integral 

,('.) 1 .• '~ tllu. , ••• n to be due to counting ·the 'ts-ont1er 





integral twice· We will have the true situation if we 

write 

.(R) rf(X)dX =:. • • (f(X)dX + JR . c JE: 
- 1 

.. f f(x)dx 
.Q. E2 
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+ - f f{x)dx 
o F 

(1) 

where F denotes the C01TI.t'non fronti er poiYlts of El and E2 • 

The proof of (1) rests upon formula (£ ), Seo. III, 

Art. 1, p.27, and the fOllowing general proposition: 

Let the Integral(P) of f(x) exist for the set 

(E
l 

+ E2') , L. c. M. of Eland E2 • 

of the sets (E1+F'1) and(E2 -t-F2 )· 

Let K be the G.C.D. 

Theorem I. The Outer(Inner)Content Integral of f(x) 

over K regarded ~ ~ subset of (El +-~) is equal ~ the 

Outer(Inner)Content Integra~ of f(~ ~ K, regarded as 

a subset of (E2-+ F 2). 

We will now prove this theorem. Since the vaues of 

the function at the paints of discontinuity do not affect 

the integral we shall disregard them. Let us choose a 

cubical division D of norm d so small that the greatest 

of the differences Mi-mi for the cells vi of D, excepting 

the paints of discontinuity, is less than 

If MI,i' and M2 ,i are the up per limits of rex}, except 

for the pOints excluded, in the cell vi for EI and E2 ' 





respectively, we have 

. LMl,iVi - LM2,iVi{ =J 2<M1 'i- M2 ,i)Vi 

" ' . « larges t Mi - tal)· L vi <t 

which proves the theorem, since 

lim. ~Ml iVi = _ (f(X)dX. 
d ot, cJK 

It will be noticed that it is not sufficient for 

the proof of the above theorem to have the Pierpont 

Integrals 'exist separa~el~ for El and E2 . For, suP ?ose 

rex) =- 1 at the rational paints of R and,f(x) =- t at 

the irrational paints. The Integral(P) over El , the 

rational paints, is l.vol. R; over E2 , i.VOl. R, while 

(R~f(X)dX does not e x ist. 

We may write as a coro l lary of the above theorem: 

-l f(x)dx + - i f(x)dx ::. _ ( f (x)dx 
c El c E2 c J(E1 E2 ) 

65. 

+ _ ( f(x)dx (2) cJK 
In case the set K does not differ from either F or F 

1 2 
by more than a set of content zero we may have 

. _ ( . f(x)dx = J f(x)dx + (f(X)dx -t-_ (f(X)dX 
c J (B1+E2 ) .£ El .£ ~ E2 cJ/ (3) 

where F is either Fl or F2 • 

This theorem I is true under 'the slightly more 

gB,neral condi ti on tha t wx ' x in K 

(cf. Art. 8, Sec. V, p. 54.) 

be integrable null(R) 
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4. The Vallee-Poussin Definition. (~~) Let f(x) be defined 

fer any limited set of paints E, and let C be the com

plement of E with respect to a set R.(R defined as usual). 

Let us introduce the auxiliary function F{~) = f{x), x in E, 

F(x) =. 0, x in C. We define :,as the Integral ·par Excess tt 

of f(x} with respect to E the Upper Integral(R) of F(X) 

over R, and' denote it by 

.. If(X)dS(R)1F (X)dX (4) 

Similarly the Integral' "par Defaut" i~ 

}(X)dX (Rir(X)dX (5) 

This method of definition works very well for sets 

which are metrical, but for non-metrical sets gives results 

which' are decidedly indeftnite, even when the function 

integrated is constan~ in sign. In general this definition 

gives an integral which fails to satisfy conditions (II) 

and (III). 

The faults of this definition arise from the use 

of the auxjliary function. In a cell which c onta i ns 

paints both of E and C, the Upper{I,ower) limit of the 

values of f{x), when constant in sign, will not be the 

same as the Upper(Lower) li :nit of the va.Lues of F{x). The 

following results may easily be established for a positive 

function: 

Efi(X)d.x JEr. (P!lf (X)dX 

(*) Vallee-Poussin,C, Cours d'Analyse Infinitesimale, 
·Vol. 1, P.225 , Paris, 1903. 

(6) 





. D 
and r(x)dX 

E 
(J) . f (x)dx 

-! 

For a negative function the (P) and (J) would be inter

changed in (6) and (7). Evidently, unless rex) 1s 

integrable (R) null on the frontier of E, the mntegrals 

"E" and "D" will not coincide for a non-metrical set. 

}4'or a function whi.ch is both positive and negative in E: 

{P} f(x)dx 
E 

{P} rex) dx 
_E 

E 
f(x)dx 

E 

f{x)dx 
DE 

The Integral "E"C"D") of fCx) g(x) is not definitely 

related to the sum of the Integral "EW("D") of rex) and 

E57. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

the Integral "E"C"D") of g(x). The additioff of a constant _____ __ L& 

~ alte£~s the "E" C"n") Integral in ~ way !!.2.1 to be 

determined apart from the special character of the function 

integrated. 

5. The Outer(Inner)Measure Integrals CR) ~ E (K). 

Owing to the impracticability of constructing sets of 

pOints which are not measureable,the discussion will in 

the main be confined to measureable sets. Conditions 

I1IV1V, and VI, may be shown to be satisfied by all these 

integrals, including Upper and Lower InLegrals, it being 

of course necessary in the case of non-measureable S to 

substitute outer or inner measure for vol. S. III, 

will evidently be satisfied whenever F and f are integrable 

eR) ovefi B. In regard to II, we will prove the fOllowing 

theorem: 





Theorem II. .l&..t. 8
1 
~ S2 be any two ~-overlappin.i 

measureable 
sets of Rand S their !-~, ~ f(x) be ~egr~pl~ (R) "'.....-...--- - --
and defined in S, Then the Measure Integral(R) of rex) 
.... ~., ... . ,...- -

68. 

over S 1.§. ~ §.Ym Qf ~ ~s..\U:jt Inteual(R) 2.t rex) ~ . 

Sl and the Measure lntegral (R) over 82 -

(R) (r(X)dx = (R) (f(X)dX = (R) r f(x)dx (10) mJs mJs! m JS2 
We may prove this as follows; Form a rectangular 

division D of R of norm d such that the Mi - Ill1 < o/lJl(S~ 

every cell Vi of D containing pOints of S, if we except 

the valu~s at pOjnts of discontinuity_ Using the fact 

that a rectangular division divides a measureable set 

into measureable sets, and denoting by si' 81,1,82,1 

the subsets of S, Sl' and Sa in Vi' we have 

M(sl) ~ m(sl,} +m(sl,1) 

Let us consider the difference 

2Mi (S)m(si) - LMi (Sl)m(sl,i) - :2 Mi (S2)m(s2,i) 

which may be written 

2: EMi (Si ... Mi (Sl>Jm(sl,i) + :2 L.~1 (S)-Mi (S2lJn(s2,1 

using (11). Since the upper limits do not include the 

paints of discontinuity we have the above sum less than t 

and Theorem II follows immediately. 

Since the outer measure of a set plus the inner 

(11) 

measure of its complement gives the measure of the fundament~ 

set, if it is measureable, we may state the above theorem 

for the case in which gland 82 are not measureable in the 





form 

Theorem III. If f(x) is integr~e (R) in S, ~ 

measureable set.} Sl ~ any subset of S, and 8 2 its 

complement -,with respect ~ S; then the Tvrea~ur~_ Integral 

(R) o.t f{x) ~ s ~ equ~l: ~ ~ Outer ~J~asure Integral 

(R) of f(x) ~ Sl plus ·· the Inn~ Measure Integral (R) 

of rex) ~ S2. (Outer ~ Inner may .P~. interchanged). 

The proof of this is evidently parallel to that of 

Theorem II, and will not be given. 

It will be noticed that f(x) may be integrable(a) 

in S1 and S2 separately but not be integrable (R) in 

S. There is this difference between these jntegrals 

and the ordinary Riemann Integral regarding the way in 

whi ch condi tion II is sati.sfi ed. In the Riemann case 

the Integral over n exists if the the Integrals over 

Sl and S2. 

In this connection we may remark that the frontier 

of a set,being closed is measureable, and that the 

measure of the frontier is equal to the outer content. 

From this it follows that, 

-S-f(X)dX 
c F 

_ r f(x)dx 
C~F 

F::;. frontier of E 

(H)( (r(x)dx mJF 
(R) r (flx)dx m_JF 

(12) 

If we denote by I the paints of E which are not pOints of 

F, we have, since I is both measureable and metrical, 

7 r(x)dx = (f(X)dX= (;}J f(x)dx = (J) (Ef(X)dx 
.£. J E c JIm I JE 

(13) 
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Similarly for the Dower Integrals. 

5. ~ Meas~re·lntegrals(Y). There is very little to 

be said about the properties of these integrals beyond 

what has been shown by Young.(ot-) The difficulties in 

connection with the Upper and Lower Outer(Inner) Measure 

Integrals have been brought out previously, especially 

111 Section V, Art. 5. A tentative definition w~s given 

to replace the usual one, that the Integral exists when 

the Up per and {pwer Integrals are equal, but it seems 

that thi s defini tion leads to an · . integral whi ch is a 

function of e. Let 1l denote the difference between the 

Upper and Lower Outer Sums for a division ~ of E. If 

we consider all possible divisions ~ for which JL is 

less than t and all possible i divisions for which J2.. is 

"'-~ less than £ /2, there seemsl\Do reaaon for supposing that 

the Lower limit of the Upper Sum is the sarne for both 

70. 

cases. Since there seems to be nothing which corresponds 

in the cas.e of these non-measureable sets to the integral 

of Young, let us define the Integral{Outer ~easure) as 

the Upper Outer Measure Integral, and the Inner Mea 0ure 

Integral to be equal to the Lower Inner Measure Integral. 

It is not difficult to show by a comparison of sums,that 

conditions I,IV, and VI are satisfied, and also V, with 

the usual convention about vOlume. 

(*) YoUng, W. H. (lac. cit.) 
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The fact that the sum of the outer(inner) measures 

may increase(decrease) for sets of successive subdivisions 

of E prevents our setting up definite relations between 

the sums for two different methods of division into 

non-measureable sets, and for this reason we shall omit 

the consideration of conditions !Iand III.for such 

methods of division and the resulting integrals. We 

may note, however, that it is always possible to add 

a constant to a function, obtaining the integral of 

rex) + C is equal the integral of f(x) I plus the 

integral of C. 

6. Conclusion. As long as there exist sets for which 

the problem of volumererna ins unsolved, so long will 

the problem of the definition of the integral over such 

sets be unsatisfactorily solved. As we have seen, the 

attell ipt to extend the defini tiors of Young and Lebesgue 

to non-measureable sets does not result as satisfactorily 

as the attempt to extend the definition of Riemann, in 

the sense that the properties of the integrals so ob-

tained are el¥sive. As long as we restrjct ourselves to 

measureable sets and smnmable functions the problem of 
.i 

integration over sets of pOints is completely solved. 
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